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AdministriviaAdministrivia

HW4 returned todayHW4 returned today
HW6 due next MondayHW6 due next Monday
Solutions for 4, 5 coming by end of this weekSolutions for 4, 5 coming by end of this week
Forgot to give a bonus yesterday, make sure I Forgot to give a bonus yesterday, make sure I 
give one todaygive one today
II’’ve received three requests for exam ve received three requests for exam 
rescheduling; will deal with them individually rescheduling; will deal with them individually 
this weekthis week

BlackBlack--Box TestingBox Testing

In In blackblack--box testingbox testing, test cases are developed , test cases are developed 
without considering the internal logicwithout considering the internal logic
They are based on the input and expected They are based on the input and expected 
outputoutput
Input can be organized into Input can be organized into equivalence categoriesequivalence categories
Two input values in the same equivalence Two input values in the same equivalence 
category would produce similar resultscategory would produce similar results
Therefore a good test suite will cover all Therefore a good test suite will cover all 
equivalence categories and focus on the equivalence categories and focus on the 
boundaries between categoriesboundaries between categories
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WhiteWhite--Box TestingBox Testing

WhiteWhite--box testingbox testing focuses on the internal structure focuses on the internal structure 
of the codeof the code
The goal is to ensure that every path through the The goal is to ensure that every path through the 
code is testedcode is tested
Paths through the code are governed by any Paths through the code are governed by any 
conditional or looping statements in a programconditional or looping statements in a program
A good testing effort will include both blackA good testing effort will include both black--
box and whitebox and white--box testsbox tests

SegueSegue

We now know how to write codeWe now know how to write code
But how do we actually But how do we actually run itrun it on a computer?on a computer?
A Von Neumann computer is a A Von Neumann computer is a ““naked machinenaked machine””

Hardware without any helpful userHardware without any helpful user--oriented featuresoriented features
Extremely difficult for a human to work with Extremely difficult for a human to work with 

An interface between the user and the hardware is An interface between the user and the hardware is 
needed to make a Von Neumann computer usableneeded to make a Von Neumann computer usable

The The operating systemoperating system

Goals of an operating system/Goals of an operating system/
““system softwaresystem software””

Hide details of the underlying hardware from Hide details of the underlying hardware from 
the userthe user
Present information in a way that does not Present information in a way that does not 
require inrequire in--depth knowledge of the internal depth knowledge of the internal 
structure of the systemstructure of the system
Allow easy user access to the available resourcesAllow easy user access to the available resources
Prevent accidental or intentional damage to Prevent accidental or intentional damage to 
hardware, programs, and datahardware, programs, and data
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The The ““Virtual MachineVirtual Machine””

System softwareSystem software
Acts as an intermediary between users and hardwareActs as an intermediary between users and hardware
Creates a Creates a virtual environmentvirtual environment for the user that hides the actual for the user that hides the actual 
computer architecturecomputer architecture

Virtual machine (or virtual environment)Virtual machine (or virtual environment)
Set of services and resources created by the system software Set of services and resources created by the system software 
and seen by the user and seen by the user 

Types of System SoftwareTypes of System Software

System software is actually a collection of many System software is actually a collection of many 
different programsdifferent programs
Operating systemOperating system

Controls the overall operation of the computerControls the overall operation of the computer
Communicates with the userCommunicates with the user
Determines what the user wantsDetermines what the user wants
Activates system programs, applications packages, or Activates system programs, applications packages, or 
user programs to carry out user requests user programs to carry out user requests 

S/G figure 6.2S/G figure 6.2
Types of System SoftwareTypes of System Software
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Types of System Software, contTypes of System Software, cont’’d.d.

User interfaceUser interface
Language servicesLanguage services

Assemblers, compilers, and interpretersAssemblers, compilers, and interpreters
Allow you to write programs in a highAllow you to write programs in a high--level, userlevel, user--
oriented language, and then execute themoriented language, and then execute them

Memory managers: allocate and retrieve memory Memory managers: allocate and retrieve memory 
spacespace
Information managers: handle the organization, Information managers: handle the organization, 
storage, and retrieval of information on mass storage, and retrieval of information on mass 
storage devicesstorage devices

System software, contSystem software, cont’’d.d.

I/O systems: aI/O systems: allow the use of different types of llow the use of different types of 
input and output devicesinput and output devices
Scheduler: kScheduler: keeps a list of programs ready to run eeps a list of programs ready to run 
and selects the one that will execute nextand selects the one that will execute next
Utilities: cUtilities: collections of library routines that ollections of library routines that 
provide services either to user or other system provide services either to user or other system 
routinesroutines

Given these, how do we run (machine) code on Given these, how do we run (machine) code on 
the machine?the machine?

Assembly LanguageAssembly Language
Machine language poses a problemMachine language poses a problem

Clumsy and difficult to change things like memory addressesClumsy and difficult to change things like memory addresses
Makes it difficult to run a program twice, or run multiple Makes it difficult to run a program twice, or run multiple 
programsprograms

Therefore, we use an Therefore, we use an assembly languageassembly language
Designed to overcome shortcomings of machine languagesDesigned to overcome shortcomings of machine languages
Create a more productive, userCreate a more productive, user--oriented environmentoriented environment
Still a lowStill a low--level programming language, similar to machine level programming language, similar to machine 
languagelanguage
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Assembly Language (continued)Assembly Language (continued)

Main differences between assembly and machine Main differences between assembly and machine 
languagelanguage

Use of symbolic operation codes rather than Use of symbolic operation codes rather than 
numeric (binary) onesnumeric (binary) ones
Use of symbolic memory addresses rather than Use of symbolic memory addresses rather than 
numeric (binary) onesnumeric (binary) ones
PseudoPseudo--operations that provide useful useroperations that provide useful user--oriented oriented 
services such as data generationservices such as data generation

Various examples in the book; donVarious examples in the book; don’’t worry t worry 
about themabout them

Translation and LoadingTranslation and Loading

Before a source program can be run, an Before a source program can be run, an 
assembler and a loader must be invokedassembler and a loader must be invoked
Assembler: translates a symbolic assembly Assembler: translates a symbolic assembly 
language program into machine languagelanguage program into machine language
Loader: reads instructions from the object file Loader: reads instructions from the object file 
and stores them into memory for executionand stores them into memory for execution
Once the program is in memory, the Once the program is in memory, the 
operating system can operating system can scheduleschedule individual individual 
commands for executioncommands for execution

Functions of an Operating Functions of an Operating 
SystemSystem

Five most important responsibilities of the Five most important responsibilities of the 
operating systemoperating system

Program scheduling and activationProgram scheduling and activation
Control of access to system and filesControl of access to system and files
Efficient resource allocationEfficient resource allocation
Deadlock detection and error detectionDeadlock detection and error detection
User interface managementUser interface management

The The kernelkernel handles the first four; the handles the first four; the shellshell handles handles 
the fifththe fifth
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The Linux kernelThe Linux kernel

Popular learning kernel, since itPopular learning kernel, since it’’s open sources open source
You can grab your own copy from You can grab your own copy from 
www.kernel.orgwww.kernel.org, if you want to take a look, if you want to take a look
A Linux operating system distribution (like Red A Linux operating system distribution (like Red 
Hat) consists of the Hat) consists of the Linux kernelLinux kernel and a bunch of and a bunch of 
tools (including GNU tools)tools (including GNU tools)
HereHere’’s a somewhat dated image of the directory s a somewhat dated image of the directory 
structure of Linux sourcestructure of Linux source

System Security And ProtectionSystem Security And Protection

The operating system must preventThe operating system must prevent
NonNon--authorized people from using the computerauthorized people from using the computer

User names and passwordsUser names and passwords

Legitimate users from accessing data or programs Legitimate users from accessing data or programs 
they are not authorized to accessthey are not authorized to access

Authorization lists Authorization lists 
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Efficient Allocation Of ResourcesEfficient Allocation Of Resources

The operating system ensures thatThe operating system ensures that
Multiple tasks of the computer may be underway at Multiple tasks of the computer may be underway at 
one timeone time
Processor is constantly busyProcessor is constantly busy

Keeps a Keeps a ““queuequeue”” of programs that are ready to runof programs that are ready to run
Whenever processor is idle, picks a job from the queue Whenever processor is idle, picks a job from the queue 
and assigns it to the processorand assigns it to the processor

Modern Modern OSesOSes timeslicetimeslice multiple processes so that no multiple processes so that no 
one process waits forever; gives perception of one process waits forever; gives perception of 
simultaneous executionsimultaneous execution

MultitaskingMultitasking

The Safe Use Of ResourcesThe Safe Use Of Resources

DeadlockDeadlock
Two processes are each Two processes are each 
holding a resource the holding a resource the 
other needsother needs
Neither process will ever Neither process will ever 
progressprogress

The operating system The operating system 
must handle deadlocksmust handle deadlocks

Deadlock preventionDeadlock prevention
Deadlock recoveryDeadlock recovery
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The User InterfaceThe User Interface

Operating systemOperating system
Waits for a user commandWaits for a user command
If command is legal, activates and schedules the If command is legal, activates and schedules the 
appropriate software packageappropriate software package

User interfacesUser interfaces
TextText--oriented: commandoriented: command--lineline
GraphicalGraphical

S/G Figure 6.24 (Some of the Major Advances in Operating 
Systems Development)

The next stepThe next step

Scale up from one machine to a multitude of Scale up from one machine to a multitude of 
machines, or a machines, or a computer networkcomputer network
Computer networkComputer network

Set of independent computer systems connected by Set of independent computer systems connected by 
telecommunication linkstelecommunication links
Just about any kind of binary information can be Just about any kind of binary information can be 
exchanged exchanged –– instead of writing it to disk, you send it instead of writing it to disk, you send it 
over the wireover the wire

Nodes, hosts, or end systems Nodes, hosts, or end systems –– individual individual 
computers on a networkcomputers on a network
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Communication LinksCommunication Links

PAN PAN –– PersonalPersonal Area NetworkArea Network
IR, Bluetooth (10kbpsIR, Bluetooth (10kbps--1mbps)1mbps)

LAN LAN –– LocalLocal Area NetworkArea Network
Ethernet (10Ethernet (10--1000mbps)1000mbps)
WiFiWiFi (10(10--100mbps)100mbps)

WAN WAN –– WideWide Area NetworkArea Network
Switched, dialSwitched, dial--up telephone line (via up telephone line (via modemmodem; 56kbps); 56kbps)
Broadband (digital encoding, alwaysBroadband (digital encoding, always--on)on)

Consumer: DSL, cable (256kbpsConsumer: DSL, cable (256kbps--10mbps)10mbps)
Enterprise: T1 (1.544mbps), T3 (45mbps), OC3 (150mbps), OC12 Enterprise: T1 (1.544mbps), T3 (45mbps), OC3 (150mbps), OC12 
(622mbps)(622mbps)
Columbia has a 300mbps Internet and 200mbps Internet2 connectionColumbia has a 300mbps Internet and 200mbps Internet2 connection

Wireless (cellular/radio, microwave) Wireless (cellular/radio, microwave) –– 9.6kbps to ~ 100mbps9.6kbps to ~ 100mbps

S/G Figure 7.3S/G Figure 7.3
Transmission Time of an Image at Different Transmission SpeedsTransmission Time of an Image at Different Transmission Speeds

Overall Structure of the InternetOverall Structure of the Internet
All realAll real--world networks, including the Internet, are a mix of world networks, including the Internet, are a mix of 
LANs and WANsLANs and WANs
LAN commonly deployed LAN commonly deployed withinwithin a companya company

One or more LANs connecting its local computersOne or more LANs connecting its local computers
Individual LANs interconnected into a wideIndividual LANs interconnected into a wide--area area 
““company networkcompany network””

Internet Service Provider (ISP) enables WAN Internet Service Provider (ISP) enables WAN 
communicationcommunication

Provides a pathway from a specific network to other Provides a pathway from a specific network to other 
networks, or from an individual to other networksnetworks, or from an individual to other networks

ISPs are hierarchicalISPs are hierarchical
Interconnect to each other in multiple layers to provide Interconnect to each other in multiple layers to provide 
greater geographical coveragegreater geographical coverage
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S/G Figure 7.8(a): Structure of a Typical Company S/G Figure 7.8(a): Structure of a Typical Company 
NetworkNetwork

S/G Figure 7.8(b): Structure of a Network Using an ISPS/G Figure 7.8(b): Structure of a Network Using an ISP

S/G Figure 7.8(c):
Hierarchy of Internet Service Providers
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Communication ProtocolsCommunication Protocols

ProtocolProtocol: A mutually agreed upon set of rules, : A mutually agreed upon set of rules, 
conventions, and agreements for the efficient and conventions, and agreements for the efficient and 
orderly exchange of informationorderly exchange of information
IP: IP: ““Internet protocolInternet protocol””

Governs the operation of the Internet (and LANs!)Governs the operation of the Internet (and LANs!)
Five Five ““layerslayers”” (some people view it as 7)(some people view it as 7)

RFCsRFCs

Protocols are all documented as part of the Protocols are all documented as part of the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
http://www.ietf.orghttp://www.ietf.org
RFC == RFC == ““Request For CommentRequest For Comment””
All of the basic protocols, like TCP, IP, etc. are All of the basic protocols, like TCP, IP, etc. are 
all documentedall documented
Many of them were invented by Jon Many of them were invented by Jon PostelPostel in in 
19811981

The layersThe layers

Physical: actually move the bits aroundPhysical: actually move the bits around
Medium/logical link: define a physical (or dialMedium/logical link: define a physical (or dial--
up) connection between computersup) connection between computers
Network: define how computers are named and Network: define how computers are named and 
reachedreached across lots of medium/logical linksacross lots of medium/logical links
Transport: how do we reliably exchange Transport: how do we reliably exchange 
information across the network?information across the network?
Application: how do we tell the network what Application: how do we tell the network what 
info we want to take or give?info we want to take or give?
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S/G Figure 7.15: Logical View of a TCP ConnectionS/G Figure 7.15: Logical View of a TCP Connection

Network addressingNetwork addressing

IPv4 specifies the idea of a IPv4 specifies the idea of a 3232--bit addressbit address for a for a 
nodenode

Theoretical maximum of 2Theoretical maximum of 23232 computers, practical a computers, practical a 
lot less (IPv6 increases to 2lot less (IPv6 increases to 2128128))
““Dotted quadDotted quad”” notation (e.g., 128.59.16.20)notation (e.g., 128.59.16.20)

Subnet mask used to determine if the other Subnet mask used to determine if the other 
computer is local or not, using bitwise ANDcomputer is local or not, using bitwise AND
DNS, or DNS, or Domain Name ServiceDomain Name Service, maps a , maps a hostnamehostname to to 
an IP addressan IP address

Common Application ProtocolsCommon Application Protocols

Needed to implement the endNeeded to implement the end--user services provided by user services provided by 
a networka network
There are many application protocols, including:There are many application protocols, including:

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
POP3 (Post Office Protocol v3)POP3 (Post Office Protocol v3)
IMAP (Internet Mail Access Protocol)IMAP (Internet Mail Access Protocol)
FTP (File Transport Protocol)FTP (File Transport Protocol)
SSH (Secure SSH (Secure SHellSHell))

All of these use a TCPAll of these use a TCP portport to offer serviceto offer service
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ApplicationApplication--Layer AddressingLayer Addressing

Either just a hostname or a URL (Uniform Either just a hostname or a URL (Uniform 
Resource Locator)Resource Locator)

The latter lets you specify both the hostname and an The latter lets you specify both the hostname and an 
item (e.g., webpage) on that hostitem (e.g., webpage) on that host
Form Form protocol://host address/pageprotocol://host address/page
The most common Web page format is hypertext The most common Web page format is hypertext 
information, ainformation, accessed using the ccessed using the HTTPHTTP protocolprotocol
Most browsers also support Most browsers also support FTPFTP URLs, howeverURLs, however

A Brief History of the InternetA Brief History of the Internet

August 1962: first proposal for building a global August 1962: first proposal for building a global 
computer network (J. C. R. Licklider of MIT)computer network (J. C. R. Licklider of MIT)
ARPANET built by the Advanced Research Projects ARPANET built by the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA) in the 1960sAgency (ARPA) in the 1960s

Grew quickly during the early 1970sGrew quickly during the early 1970s
NSFNetNSFNet: A national network built by the National : A national network built by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF)Science Foundation (NSF)
October 24, 1995: Formal acceptance of the term October 24, 1995: Formal acceptance of the term 
““InternetInternet””
Internet service providers start offering  Internet access Internet service providers start offering  Internet access 
once provided by the ARPANET and NSFNetonce provided by the ARPANET and NSFNet

History of the WWWHistory of the WWW

Development completed in Development completed in 
May 1991May 1991
Designed and built by Tim Designed and built by Tim 
BernersBerners--LeeLee
Hypertext: a collection of Hypertext: a collection of 
documents interconnected documents interconnected 
by pointers called linksby pointers called links
HTML: common format HTML: common format 
for creating hypertext for creating hypertext 
documentsdocuments

DonDon’’t confuse HTTP and t confuse HTTP and 
HTML!HTML!
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Internet SecurityInternet Security

Encompasses various problemsEncompasses various problems
How do we How do we encryptencrypt traffic so people in the traffic so people in the 
middle canmiddle can’’t read it?t read it?
How do we design software so that it doesnHow do we design software so that it doesn’’t t 
crash (crash (denialdenial--ofof--serviceservice) or get hacked ) or get hacked 
((vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities)?)?
Turns out these are very hard problems to solveTurns out these are very hard problems to solve
The The tcpdumptcpdump program is insightfulprogram is insightful……

Next timeNext time

Computing theoryComputing theory
WhatWhat’’s a computer?s a computer?

Artificial intelligenceArtificial intelligence
Is it the future?Is it the future?

WrapupWrapup


